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Art is the most intense form of individualism that the world has known.
(Oscar Wilde)
We have art, so that we may not perish by the truth.
(Friedrich Nietzsche)
What Nietzsche means by truth is the mordant logic of everyday life: a banal world of work and suffering.
The world of the living, according to Nietzsche, is a world filled with horror and fear. Art, by contrast, is a
refuge capable of redeeming life with its beauty. In distinguishing between the truth of living and the art of
living, Nietzsche posits the aesthetic or artistic view- point as an alternative to logic. In other words,what
makes life tolerable—with all its suffering—is the ability to interpret it artistically. Beauty thus conceived
remains outside the ken of mere rational faculties.
(Shahram Karimi)

During the past decade or so, we have witnessed serious attention toward Iranian artists and their
work. Through numerous international exhibitions and shows, Iranian art has established a
strong and clear position in the art world. We therefore must begin to ask ourselves which
distinctive characteristics contemporary Iranian art presents in relation to Iran’s ancient and
abundant cultural heritage, and how artists living outside of Iran can contribute. The answer to
these questions will lead us toward a descriptive understanding of the new Iranian cultural
identity. In order to reach a valid answer we must strive to avoid the familiar clichés, and find a
more judi- cious understanding of the visions of Iranian art.
National artistic identity, even socio-cultural identity, is a product of the sum of individual
creativity. Artists combine their roots and heritage with the influences of their particular presentday contexts. The common indicators of traditional culture no longer represent the identity of
modern artists. Part of the artist’s task is to combine historical symbolism with signs that can be
read through a critical lense of the present day. The Iranian artists in this exhibition are selected
to represent modern Iranian art and society.
This selection includes work where each artist’s personal approach is evident—where the work
illuminates clues to the artist’s essence. While varied in form and content, both the ideas of
authenticity and unique gestures unite the works. Each artist renders an exceptional sense of
spontaneity, freedom, and resolve, which suggest the character of the maker—exploring issues of
culture and society within larger historical and contemporary contexts.
Over a two-part series of exhibitions, the first show, In Between, includes works by established
Iranian artists living in the U.S. who reflect on their host culture. When it comes to art,
individuality rises above nationality. The show aims to stimulate conversation, inspire creativity,
and foster understanding of contemporary art in the context of today’s society between the two
countries. The second exhibition, Art from Iran, will expand on In Between, and offer a new
definition of contemporary Iranian art and society. Particular emphasis will be placed on video art
and other works of female Iranian artists who have great difficulty showing their work in presentday Iran.

